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Abstract
Cartesian mesh has a lot of advantages for the
CFD, particularly because of the rapid mesh
generation capability for complicated real
geometries. In this paper, the mesh generation
techniques for block-structured Cartesian mesh
solver (Building-Cube Method) are described.
The target is to generate large-scale (billionscale) mesh rapidly to reduce the preprocessing time, which will be required to
reproduce the curved geometry precisely. In the
paper, several examples of the large-scale mesh
generation are also presented.
1 Introduction
Great progress has been made in Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in the past several
decades and nowadays it is indispensable in the
design of fluid mechanics. The demand for the
CFD capability is still increasing to handle more
complex geometries and detail components. In
addition, more precise analysis of complicated
flow phenomena is demanded such as various
unsteady flows including transition and
separation. To satisfy these demands, Cartesian
mesh has been recently focused because of the
characteristics [1-11]. Cartesian mesh is useful
for rapid meshing and it can easily handle
moving objects. The higher-order scheme can
be easily employed in various solvers compared
to unstructured mesh.
The Cartesian-mesh generally requires
large mesh to represent curved-geometry and
resolve boundary layer for high-Reynolds
number flows. Thus, the parallel computation is
indispensable to reduce the computational time
for large-scale mesh. To achieve higher parallel

efficiency for the massively number of CPUs,
Building-Cube Method (BCM [4]) has been
proposed, which is a block-structured Cartesian
mesh solver. In BCM, three-dimensional flow
fields are divided into various sizes of cuboids
called ‘Cube’, and the cubes are subdivided into
equally-spaced Cartesian meshes called ‘Cell’.
As the mesh resolution is determined according
to the local cube size, fine meshes near the body
and coarse meshes far from the body can be
accomplished. Because of the uniform
computational load at each cube regardless the
cube size, it is expected to achieve the higher
parallel performance even with the massive
number of processors. Various research has
been conducted to develop BCM solvers
Various research of BCM is being
conducted to develop efficient and effective
solvers using parallel computers [4-11]. The
continuous efforts of solver developments with
the usage of recent massive parallel computers
will reduce the computational time, but efficient
mesh generation capability for the large-scale
mesh is required. The mesh generation has to be
quick and robust to reduce the pre-processing
time even if the number of computational mesh
is billion. In this paper, the overview of GUIbased mesh generator for the BCM solver is
described.
2 Mesh Generation Process
The computational mesh consists of many
cuboids which include equally-spaced Cartesian
mesh as shown in Fig. 1. It shows Cube and
Cell distribution around NACA0012 airfoil for
2D case. These cuboids (blocks) in Fig.1 (a) are
called as ‘Cube’, and Cartesian mesh in each
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cube are called as ‘Cell’ in Fig. 1 (b). Each
Cube in this example is composed of 10x10
meshes regardless the Cube size. In this section,
the mesh generation process is presented.

(a) Cube allocation

(b) Cell distribution
Fig. 1. Mesh structure

2.1 Overview
The flowchart of mesh generation process is
shown in Fig. 2. After CAD data (STL) reading,
Cube structure is firstly generated and then Cell
is generated in each Cube. Since the Cell is
independently generated in each Cube (block),
the process is parallelized with OpenMP.

The followings are the process of Cube
allocation:
(a) Computational domain size setting
(b) Domain division
(c) Intersection check
(d) Smoothing
(e) Cube classification
The process (a) to (e) is corresponding to Fig. 3.
After the setting of outer domain (a), the
computational domain is divided into four
Cubes (2D) or eight Cubes (3D) (b). The
intersection between Cube and objects is
checked. If the size of intersecting Cube is
larger than the user-defined threshold based on
minimum cell size, the Cube is again divided.
The process is repeated until all the intersecting
Cubes satisfy the threshold (c). After the
intersection check, smoothing is conducted to
satisfy the condition that the adjacent Cube size
has to be double or half (d). Finally, each Cube
is flagged as Fluid/Inner/Wall according to the
relation with objects (e). In the figure, red is
Inner Cube, blue is Wall Cube and Green is
Fluid Cube.
2.3 Cell Generation
After the Cube generation, the Cells are equally
distributed in each Cube. When Wall Cube is
processed, the intersection check is conducted to
all the Cells, and thus each Cell is flagged as
Fluid/Inner/Wall required for CFD or CAA.
2.4 Rapid and Large-Scale Meshing
Cartesian mesh is usually very efficient in terms
of memory usage. However, the amount can be
huge when large-scale meshing of billion-cell
class is conducted. In the BCM meshing, each
Cube information (e.g. Cell flag) is compressed
to save the memory usage. During the Cell
generation process, only the required data is
decompressed for the efficient usage of memory.
One of time-consuming process of mesh
generation is intersection check. Thus, the
process speed is accelerated using SSE
(Streaming SIMD Extensions), which enables
the fast vector analysis.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of mesh generation

2.2 Cube Generation
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)
Fig. 3. Flowchart of Cube generation
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3 Mesh Generation via GUI
The BCM mesh can be interactively generated
using GUI (Graphical User Interface). Figure 4
shows 3D meshing for DLR-F6 configuration.
Step1: read STL data and input meshing
parameters (# of Cell division,
minimum Cell size, etc.)
Step2: generate Cube
Step3: generate Cell
Step4: check mesh data
(c) Step 3

(a) Step 1
(d) Step 4

(b) Step 2
(e) Step 4’ (example)
Fig. 4. BCM Meshing Using GUI
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4 Large-Scale Mesh Generation
In the section, several examples of large-scale
meshing are shown. The mesh is generated
using Windows machine (Windows 7 64bit,
Intel Xeon X5482 2.2GHz x2, 32GB memory).
The objects are Formula one (F1) car model and
DLR-F6.
4.1 F1 Model
The original STL data and generated mesh
information for F1 model is described in Table
1. As described in the table, 800 million cells
are generated in 3 minutes. The minimum cell
size is 6.1e-4, which corresponds to 2.8 mm for
4.6m F1 body length. As shown in Fig. 5, the
detail of the F1 model is represented.

4.2 DLR F6 Wing-Fuselage-Nacelle Model
The mesh information for an aircraft model of
DLR F6 is described in Table 2 and the
generated mesh is shown in Fig. 6. The meshing
time is 3 minutes for 1.8 billon cells and the
memory usage is very low. Although the
staircase representation, the curved surface at
wing camber, nacelle and fuselage are well
represented. Since the minimum cell size is
3.1e-4 against the fuselage length, much finer
mesh is required when the boundary layer is
resolved for high-Reynolds number flow.

(a) Overview

(a) Overview

(b) Close-up view
Fig. 5. Generated cells for F1 model
Table 1. Meshing information

(b) Close-up view
Fig. 6. Generated cells for DLR-F6
Table 2. Mesh information
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4.3 Aircraft Landing Gear
Another example of large-scale meshing of
aircraft landing gear [10] is shown in Fig. 7. As
shown in the figure, the complicated geometry
of landing gear is well-reproduced. The cooling
holes at the wheel are enough represented with
the minimum mesh spacing of 1.0×10-3 D
(based on the wheel diameter). The amount of
mesh is 0.9 billion and the meshing time is a
few minutes.

(b) Surface mesh

(c) Close-up view of wheel with cooling holes
Fig. 7. Example of aircraft landing gear mesh

4.4 F1 Model (50B Cells)

(a) Cube allocation
Fig. 7. Example of aircraft landing gear mesh (Con’d)

Much larger-scale meshing capability has to be
considered for the expecting Peta/Exa scale
computers. Table 6 describes the generated 50
billion cells of F1 model used in Sec. 4.1.This
proves that the present meshing technique can
generate 50 billion cells in 2 hours using 3GB
memory. However, there are still many issues to
handle large-scale mesh such as visualization
problem.
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Table 3. Meshing information for 50billion cell case

5 Conclusion
In this paper, rapid mesh generation for blockstructured Cartesian mesh, Building-Cube
Method, is briefly introduced. The introduced
technique helps to save the required memory for
the large-scale meshing and can rapidly
generate large-scale meshes. Large-scale
meshing for the three cases was demonstrated,
and all the meshing cases were completed in a
few minutes. The meshing tool was capable to
generate 50 billion cells in a few hours, however,
more research has to be conducted for the
efficient handling of such billion-scale meshes.
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